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I am convinced the only things human men and women can 
sexualize are Imaginary (in the Lacanian sense) signs of 
power differences. 

─ Samuel R. Delany 
“The Mirror and the Maze” 

American Literary History, 2012 

One of the pleasures of reading SciFi (my own preferred genre moniker) is that in SciFi, 

by definition, nothing can be quite what it seems. Whether with reference to pre-eminent 

SciFi auteur Samuel R. Delany’s own theorization of the fundamental “subjunctivity” of 

SciFi, whereby the discursive distance between naturalist fiction’s “could have happened” 

and SciFi’s “have not happened” generates a unique SciFi grammatology that in turn de-

mands equally unique interpretive paradigms inaccessible except on their own terms 

(Jewel, 10-11),  or through emerging academic discourses on SciFi that engage terms like 

“cognition” and “estrangement” or seek to test the SciFi imagination against other modes 

of discourse that claim to represent a more empirical “reality” (see, e.g., Tucker, 253), there 

is something indisputably “different” about SciFi, and that difference is constituted one 

way or another through SciFi’s ability to suspend (or, if one prefers, “disrupt”) epistemo-

logical expectations and openly challenge the logics of lived experience. So, in the spirit 
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of being not quite what it seems, this essay will argue against most existing interpretations 

of Samuel R. Delany’s seminal 1984 novel, Stars in My Pockets Like Grains of Sand (here-

inafter, Stars) and propose an alternative reading that seeks to re-privilege the text of the 

novel itself against the broad claims of the critical discourse that has grown up around it. 

At the same time, on Delany’s own terms and hierarchies of interpretation, to wit:  

The reader who inflates “aesthetic value” in the  
text tends to privilege “language” as the grounding for  
desire and what happens.  

The reader who inflates “entertainment value” in 
the text tends to privilege “desire” as the grounding for  
language and what happens. 

The reader who inflates “political value” in the  
text tends to privilege “what happens” as the grounding  
for language and desire. 

(Silent, 66) 

my reading, by focusing as it does on plot and character, seeks to construct a broadly “po-

litical” reading of the novel. 

This approach runs dangerously close to one form of “critical allegory” Delany 

specifically warns against applying to SciFi in his important 1985 essay, “Science Fiction 

and Criticism”: what he calls Shoshana Felman’s “brilliant variation” on deconstruction 

whereby “the text is read as an allegorical anticipation of the critical dialogue grown up 

about it.” But Delany’s objection was explicitly predicated on his contemporary impression 

that SciFi and SciFi criticism had to date failed to generate “canonical texts” and an ac-

companying “set of critical interpretations” or “range of critical problems” on which to 

form just such a critical discourse (Silent, 214-15). I think it safe to say, on the evidence of 

the tens of thousands of MLA bibliography entries since 1985 containing the term science 
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fiction, and the increasing institutionalization of Science Fiction Studies, that the critical 

work of the intervening 30 years suffices to moot, at least in part, the objection; and that 

Delany’s assertion in the same essay, that 1985 marked “the beginning of serious SF criti-

cism” (215), has proven quite prescient (perhaps, even, beyond imagining). We’d like to 

think that rather than falling squarely in the cross-hairs of Delany’s critique of academic 

SciFi criticism, the implied “critical allegory” I strive for herein falls somewhere between 

Felman’s post-deconstructionist approach as described, and Delany’s own recommenda-

tion that “the SF critic might want to read minutely and carefully over the way in which 

the relation between the SF writer’s life and the writer’s SF text allegorizes the historical 

critique dramatized in the text” (215), complicated by the idea that (perhaps uniquely) for 

Delany, “anticipation of the critical dialogue” that would “grow up” around his novel was 

part and parcel of the “historical critique” Delany sought to dramatize in Stars. The proof, 

of course, is only in the telling. 

The significant blossoming of critical and academic interest in SciFi aside, there is 

something that strikes me as fundamentally static, blocked, and not fully on point in critical 

work to date on Stars. A bit reductively, most existing critical interpretations of the novel 

(the ones I’ve read at any rate) depend on construing the main world depicted in Stars – 

Velm – as a kind of information-rich, postracial, inter-species, and polysexual utopia; the 

novel’s protagonist and main narrator, Mark Dyeth – diplomat, professor and scion of a 

kind of “first family” of Velm – one of the universe’s leading lights; and Dyeth’s “perfect 

erotic object,” Rat Korga – a lobotomized former slave from a dystopian world character-

ized by corruption, slavery and rape – a kind of Sci-Fi trope for the black male underclass 

in contemporary America. In this interpretation, Stars’ main story arc describes Rat 
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Korga’s deliverance, upon the fiery self-destruction of his ghetto-seeming world, into a 

new world of wisdom and love, through the agency of Mark Dyeth’s (and his world’s) 

presumed racial and sexual liberality. While these interpretations give rise to some inter-

esting dialectics of utopia/dystopia, culture/power, race/gender, ad infinitum, which at best 

evolve into perpendicular syntheses, such as exegeses on the Foucault-ian idea of “hetero-

topia”1 – or to extended framings of some evocative if well-worn racial allegories, like 

reading the novel as a story of how Rat Korga slowly becomes “visible” to Mark Dyeth – 

at the worst they fall prey to the critique with which Delany himself concludes “Science 

Fiction and Criticism,” a kind of self-satisfied dabbling in: 

a simple and circular closure that does not even retain the 
sharpness of focus to produce an exciting mise-en-abîme,  
a closure before which the silent and attentive – dare we 
say religious? – contemplation of correspondences between 
“author,” “work,” and “genre” only marks a thrice reiter-
ated confirmation of the monologic subject, heavy with 
late-romantic significance, stalled among the sundered  
and essentialist concepts of Individual, Culture, and  
Society, each, in its interminable reifications, alienated 
from the others (Silent, 215). 

In honor of Delany’s own insistence that “Modern SF has gone beyond this irrec-

oncilable Utopian/Dystopian conflict to produce a more fruitful model against which to 

compare human development” (Jewel, 25), this essay will attempt to paint a broadly alter-

native interpretive framework for Stars, one that draws significantly but in the end does 

not fully align, with Madhu Dubey’s important and nuanced reading in her 2003 study, 

                                                 
 
 
1 See, e.g., Edward Chan, “Vulgar Identity Politics in Outer Space: Delany’s Triton and the Heterotopian 
Narrative,” Journal of Narrative Theory, 31:2 (Summer 2001), or Paul Youngquist, “Infotopia: A Report 
from the Future,” symplokē, 17:1-2 (2009). 
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Signs and Cities: Black Literary Postmodernism. In a nutshell, that alternative framing 

goes something like this: Velm is neither utopic nor dystopic, but a “near future” extrapo-

lation of (some of) the structures of the contemporary western hegemon as they were per-

ceived at the heart of the historical postmodern moment during which the novel was 

written; Mark Dyeth is a nearly perfect embodiment of that hegemon, encompassing many 

of the most important promises, prejudices, loves, hates, vision, blindness – in short, cul-

tural contradictions – of northern- and western-dominated global capitalism in the infor-

mation age; Rat Korga is a figment of Mark Dyeth’s imagination (Delany might more 

properly say, per this essay’s epigraph, a figure of Dyeth’s Lacanian Imaginary), as that 

imagination is manipulated by the media represented in the novel as General Information 

and the Web, embodying several of the hegemonic figure Mark Dyeth’s own stereotypical 

tropes of black maleness: abject Superman, ghetto sex magnet, possessor of few words but 

many fine tunes, idiot savant, secret lover of your grandma, and so on. And the “story” of 

the novel, as much as it can be said to have one, is a complex metanarrative about SciFi 

confronting the racially exclusionary (via “postracialism”) Utopian myths of its own past 

through a dramatization of the author’s own search for a workable self-representation, as 

a writer and a gay, black man, at the height of the Black Arts movement and at the “margin 

of the margin” (Silent, 70-72) of late twentieth-century America. In this view, the epitomal 

moment of the story occurs not with Rat’s arrival on and brief experience of Velm, but 

with his ultimate exclusion from it. It is my sense that the first, more established interpre-

tation derives in part from a paradigmatically “literary”-centric critical misreading, and in 

part from a paradigmatically “African-Americanist”-centric critical misreading that de-

pends, as Mark Chia-Yon Jerng describes it in his compelling essay on Delany’s Dhalgren, 
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on certain entrenched “protocols of racial reading” (Jerng, 251). We offer our alternative 

reading in the hope of taking some first step toward creating a paradigmatically SciFi-

centric critical stance that clears away some of the outdated barriers to serious critical en-

gagement with SciFi, and with what the broader textual category Delany calls “paralitera-

ture,” and in an effort to suggest at least the possibility of a way around and/or out of some 

of the intellectual cul-de-sacs of post-structuralist and postmodernist theory in this our now 

(arguably) post-postmodern moment (tellingly, like the very term post-postmodernism it-

self). 

By way of a paradigmatically literary interpretive and reading strategy typical of 

the emerging academic discourse on SciFi, we need look no further than Carl Freedman’s 

own “Introduction” to the 2004 Wesleyan University Press edition of Stars. To Freedman, 

Stars is first and foremost “a serious, brilliant, and thoroughgoing effort to imagine the 

strictly unimaginable degree of difference and diversity that a galactic civilization must 

logically entail” (Stars, xii), a “powerful utopian glimpse” of  alternatives to our unhappily 

earth-bound “relations of class and power,” and a story of how the fact and mystery of 

human “desire,” when purposefully de-centered from our stubbornly materialist imagina-

tions, can transcend not just the bounds of “liberal toleration,” but even the most un-

bounded “differences of race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, sexual orientation, and even 

species” (xiii). This is a compelling but, to my taste, rather static reading of the novel; one 

that depends on precisely that fixed view of the protagonist Mark Dyeth’s home planet 

Velm as a utopic realm of light, peace and interspecies harmony, and Rhyonon, the lately 

incinerated home planet of Rat Korga as an absolute dystopia of darkness, drudgery and 

death (not to mention slavery and rape). The dialectics of such a reading seem too cheaply 
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predetermined, sadly frozen in place along an immutable axis of good and evil, progress 

and decadence, and become especially troubling when one tests them – as one feels com-

pelled reading Delany in particular – against ideologies of whiteness and blackness. Within 

such a reading, dialectics quickly proliferate – Sci-fi versus “literature,” SciFi versus Afri-

can-American literature, SciFi versus postmodernism, Sci-Fi ignores race versus SciFi is 

obsessed with race, cultural politics versus instrumental politics, ameliorative versus revo-

lutionary approaches to the “problem” of late capitalism, contingency versus instrumental-

ity of slavery to western liberal democracies – which while happy fodder for theory and 

debate, quickly lock the reader into what Madhu Dubey calls “dichotomies [that] form … 

potentially explosive stress points” yet evidence “a strong and politically motivated aver-

sion to structural modes of thinking” and as such are powerless to bring about, in Delany’s 

words, the “material changes … that shift metaphysical grounds” (Dubey, 198-200, quot-

ing Delaney, Silent, at 14). Dubey goes on to bemoan this line of critical discourse as the 

“all-or-nothing, either/or modes of much postmodern cultural theory” (227). And looked 

at from a slightly different context, these infinitely recursive critical dichotomies are a per-

fect example of what Hortense Spillers, in a recent discussion of how black culture remains 

occluded from mainstream critical discourse, calls (borrowing the term from Alberto 

Morieras) an “exhaustion of difference” (Spillers, 8).  

While Madhu Dubey’s extended discussion of Stars, in the concluding chapter of 

her important Signs and Cities, “Reading as Mediation,” is astute in developing a critique 

of the prison-house of postmodern literary theory, and honors Delany’s novel, in the end, 

as “a valuable alternative to current ways of addressing racial difference” (Dubey, 231), 
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her (mis-) reading still depends fundamentally on the imposition of a hidebound dichoto-

mous construction of utopia and dystopia: 

 From the hierarchical world of Rhyonon, polarized 
into “bitches” and “dogs,” rats and human beings, homo-
sexuals and heterosexuals, we are jolted into Velm, a world 
that seems to be a utopian counterpoint to the dystopia of 
Rhyonon (202). 

A page later Dubey doubles down, describing how Stars “explores the utopian and dysto-

pian propensities of the technologies that are transforming bodies and cities.” As a direct 

result of this narrow dialectic focus, Dubey dismisses the entire middle section of the novel 

as a place where “Not much happens,” and describes the book’s climactic plot twist, the 

exile of Rat Korga from Velm, as “insufficiently motivated” (203). As a world-famous 

Russian violinist once said to me, in response to the question of what made her musical 

interpretations so compelling, “every single note matters.” In that spirit, how does one ex-

plain an interpretive stance broadly dismissive of whole chapters and key plot devices, 

except that, looking at Stars strictly through the hackneyed lens of a Manichean uto-

pian/dystopian difference, Dubey – despite several keen individual insights – clearly leaves 

too much of the book unread. 

Another broadly deployed “critical allegory” (as Delany calls them) insists on 

SciFi’s structurally unique capacity to frame and represent the African-American experi-

ence. Jeffrey Allen Tucker, a University of Rochester professor who has pursued the ques-

tion of racial representation in science fiction extensively, in his article on Stars in the 

Spring 2010 South Atlantic Quarterly both anticipates the interests of this essay, and pro-

vides the clearest overview we have to date of the emerging academic consensus on the 

relation between SciFi and African-American artistic self-representation. 
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With Delany’s novel as its principal object of analy-
sis, this essay asks two questions: how does one define sci-
ence fiction? and in what some refer to as a “postracial” 
era, what is the difference that race makes to science fiction 
and vice versa? Posing these questions together presumes a 
relation and provides an opportunity to consider Stars in 
My Pocket and its author, who writes from a variety of sub-
ject positions: African American, gay, feminist, and more. 
In Delany’s work, science fiction presents itself as a genre 
that is particular suited to, even a necessity for, contempo-
rary African American intellectual inquiry… (Tucker, 250.) 

Mark Bould, in his significant, revisionist 2007 article in Science Fiction Studies, “The 

Ships Landed Long Ago: Afrofuturism and Black SF,” highlights the long-standing but 

ultimately unsatisfying pre-1980s critical framing of the question of race relations in sci-

ence fiction, by quoting at length from one of the “standard” works of science fiction crit-

icism up to that point, Robert Scholes and Eric Rabkin’s 1977 Oxford University Press 

volume, Science Fiction. Scholes and Rabkin argued: 

because of their orientation toward the future, science  
fiction writers frequently assumed that America’s major 
problem in this area – black/white relations – would  
improve or even wither away…. The presence of unhuman 
races, aliens, and robots, certainly makes the differences 
between human races seem appropriately trivial, and one  
of the achievements of science fiction has been its empha-
sis on just this feature of human existence…. [Its] tacit  
attack on racial stereotyping … has allowed science fiction 
to get beyond even “liberal” attitudes, to make stereotyping 
itself an obsolete device and the matter of race compara-
tively unimportant. (Bould, 179, quoting Scholes and  
Rabkin at 188-89.) 

But, as Robin Roberts concludes in her recent review article in American Literary History, 

“American Science Fiction and Contemporary Criticism,” the presumed relationship be-

tween “race politics and science fiction are more complicated, contradictory, and even lib-

erating than previously considered” (Roberts, 215).  
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Isiah Lavender, writing in the same 2007 issue of Science Fiction Studies as Bould, 

captures the essence of the emerging black postmodern academic stance toward science 

fiction, opening his essay on Colson Whitehead, Ishmael Reed and Samuel Delany thus: 

“The blunt thesis underlying Afrofuturism is that all black cultural production in the New 

World is sf” (Lavender, 187). This bold assertion opens Lavender’s discussion of his theory 

of the “ethnoscape,” which he claims as “a new way to think about the various environ-

ments that sf describes, as well as a new way to think about characterization in sf sem-

blances … [that] provides a symbolic transfer of meaning between racial/ethnic politics 

and the shifting world of the sf text, resolving the contradictions of homogeneity, and ex-

posing the ways that sf unthinkingly reproduces white privilege” (189). This comes ach-

ingly close to the critical framework I am propounding for interpreting Stars. Lavender’s 

expansion on the Afrofuturist assertion that all black cultural production is sf takes us even 

a step closer: 

The forced transplantation of Africans to the Americas for 
the sole purpose of slave labor capable of producing wealth 
has been interpreted as the substance of sf for blacks. 
Alongside slavery’s “systematic, conscientious, and mas-
sive destruction of African cultural remnants” [quoting 
Delany in Dery at 746] ran the (re)production of an ideo-
logical mythology featuring white Europeans as the best 
examples of humanity, God’s chosen people, and Africans 
as “natural” slaves and inferiors. (187.) 

Returning to Delany’s novel through this reading, the world of Velm looks very 

much not like some form of interspecies Utopia, but rather, as an allegory (or reification) 

of irritatingly persistent American racialist social structures and ideologies. If Velm is 

Utopic in any way, it is as an indictment upon the idea of Utopia itself. Velm holding itself 

out as exemplar, as Utopic, indeed depends systematically on the “destruction of African 
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cultural remnants,” through “cultural fugue”; on the destruction, that is, of Rhyonon, a 

place that, if it did not exist, (southern) Velmians would need to invent it, in the name of 

their self-image as ambassadors of a new and better galactic order. And let us not forget – 

for all of the unreliability of its first-person narrator (written Dyeth but pronounced 

“death”) – that Delany’s novel is unequivocal in its assertion that the peace and harmony 

represented by Velm is an act of self-delusion on the part of its inhabitants:  

The real affinity between us is that all our myriad 
cultures, and all yours, are founded on love of illusion…. 
There is no peace between human and evelmi. It is only  
an illusion I am in love with as much as you, and it is what 
allows us to walk and talk together here in the south on this 
chill evening (Stars, 213-14).  

Indeed, across parts of Velm, virtual civil war between and within species looms, and 

Mark’s supposedly idyllic estate, Dytheshome, is itself a war trophy surmounting the Cave 

of Arvin – as the Vatican surmounts an Athenian temple or the Dome of the Rock sur-

mounts the Hebrew temple – memorializing the relatively recent victory of the Sygn over 

the Family, a conflict not yet fully resolved and in which the Dyeth family has only lately 

switched sides. 

This reading of Stars’ “ethnoscape” as an allegory of Afrofuturist ideology is only 

furthered by Lavender’s assertion that the Afrofuturist view highlights the act of “translat-

ing the black slave body into a technology” (187), a clear description of the process Rat 

Korga undergoes before meeting Mark Dyeth, and which, Bould argues, becomes a critical 

key to recognizing Korga’s “Blackness as a signifier of the multiethnic underclass, as well 

as an increasingly commodified image of resistance” (Bould, 181). In politics as in life, if 

you don’t have an enemy, you’d have to invent one. Which is both an apt description of 
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the “crisis” of postmodernism brought on by the end of the Cold War and its implications 

of an “end” of history,2 a pretty neat (and to me at least more satisfactory) description than 

any I’ve read of the “plot” of Stars, and one potential frame of reference for explaining the 

descendant and ascendant pairs of historical epiphenomena leading up to and surrounding 

the date of novel’s publication: Ping-Pong diplomacy and the enemies’ list, liberal anti-

Communism and welfare reform, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the rise of the prison-

industrial complex.  

Against the backdrop of Velm, superficially the postracial SciFi Utopia but re-

vealed unmediated to be the ultimate intergalactic hegemon (replete with its own “back-

slidden” {Silent, 217-18} feminist and gay rights agendas), enter, in the figure of Rat 

Korga, Samuel R. Delany, paraliterate black gay etc. SF author come to disrupt the com-

fortable, supposedly postracial Utopia of white science fiction. (A disruption which, writ-

ing specifically about Delany and Stars, leads Jeffrey Allen Tucker to the accurate – in the 

case of Delany – if over-broad assertion: “As with many things, wherever postracialism is 

going, science fiction has already been there” (Tucker, 262).) Rat Korga, whose function 

in the novel as the “perfect erotic object – out to about seven decimal places” (Stars, 166) 

has been largely taken literally and at face value but who, by way of Delany’s explicit 

invocation of the Lacanian construct of sexuality as power relations, can only be 

99.9999999% loved because he is also 99.9999999% loathed and/or feared. Korga is a 

reification simultaneously of southern Velm’s founding illusion of loving thine enemy and 

                                                 
 
 
2 See, e.g., Rachel Adams, “The Ends of America, the Ends of Postmodernism,” Twentieth-Century Litera-
ture, 53:3 (Fall 2007), 248-272); and Vaughn Rasberry, “Black Cultural Politics at the End of History,” 
American Literary History, 24:4 (2012), 796-813. 
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of the hegemon’s illusion of the black male; an illusion sustained by and serving the 

hegemon’s, not the black male’s, needs but which like all hegemonic constructs, an illusion 

difficult if not impossible to resist internalizing, even (perhaps especially) for the black 

male author himself.  

For me, the best evidence for Rat Korga’s representing a false hegemonic construct 

of male blackness – and thereby a unique occasion for contemplating the unique compli-

cations of black male artistic self-representation at the time of the novel’s writing – appears 

quite early in Stars. Mark Dyeth is just learning of the destruction of Rhyonon, and the 

possibility of there being survivors. And during an encounter with Clym, an intergalactic 

assassin, charged with the same combination of sexuality and fear we suspect gives Rat 

Korga his unique erotic energy, Clym asks Mark what kind of person he can imagine sur-

viving the destruction of an entire world. Mark answers: 

I have this sudden picture, this image: she’d be the lowest 
of the low, the person most people would think the least 
likely to survive such a catastrophe, perhaps some kind of 
mentally retarded idiot… Another possibility: she’s a great 
sage, a genius, a hermit, a woman who’s fled the coils and 
toils of her society, living alone in some burning valley, or 
on top of some freezing mountain – at any rate somewhere 
as far away from the population centers as possible, busily 
devoting herself to the acquisition of spiritual knowledge, 
who, long ago, because she saw through the sham of her 
society’s pretensions, sequestered herself…. (Stars, 90.) 

Who alone, then, could survive the destruction of Rhyonon and “cultural fugue?” 

According to Mark Dyeth – and bearing in mind that the first “she” referred to above, in 

the context of the novel, is most likely a male like Rat Korga – there appear to be only two 

possibilities: Bigger Thomas or Mama Day (metonymically speaking, of course). It’s dou-

ble-consciousness on a cosmic plane: Science fiction, no less than “literature,” no less than 
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the Utopic world of Velm – even as they consciously struggle to bring black art and liter-

ature into their purview, introduce Rat Korga “spectacularly” into their pristinely ordered 

world – have their proscribed roles and expectations for the black artist, and woe be to the 

author who transgresses them. Rat Korga, in short – a figure who under the “codic” proto-

cols of both literature and science fiction and as another function of Delany’s notorious 

“subjunctivity” (in all its pointed opposition to “subjectivity” (infra., Jewel, 10) – may only 

is what the hegemon imagines him to be. Likewise Delany, who in a 2012 American Lit-

erary History symposium on his work, graciously acknowledges the critic who finds strong 

Joni Mitchell influences in one of his essays, while gently pointing out that what he was 

really listening to at the time of the essay’s composition were Country Joe and the Fish, 

Cream, Big Brother and the Holding Company and the Bee-Gees (Mirror, 773-74). Delany, 

who while more in the mold of what Ron Eglash theorizes as the “black geek” – lover of 

comics, SciFi, and apparently, a lot of mainstream white rock music – has nevertheless to 

live with, through and down the expectation he’s the next Richard Wright, James Baldwin, 

Malcolm – a ball of one-size-fits-all racial animosity subsumed by arguments about com-

munity, gender, and political agency – and not simply himself: a writer and academic  

clinging precariously to his temporary place in the American hegemon. And the novel Stars 

– embodying both the accompanying frustration and accomplishment – is a brilliant enact-

ment of how such a dishonest identity, through critical discourse, inevitably gets thrust 

back upon the black author, even as s/he does everything in their critical and authorial 

powers to create a unique space, a mode of artistic self-representation of genuine personal 

integrity.  
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Carl Freedman says, in his survey of Delany’s literary criticism, “Delany has in all 

his varied and voluminous work been trying to warn us against the perils, both intellectual 

and political, of easily received wisdom” (Freedman, 107). In just that spirit of overturning 

received wisdom, then, the story of Stars – of Rat Korga on Velm – is not so much a 

promise as a warning. It is the myth of the abject superman, risen from the most depraved 

ghetto to the most transcendent realms of knowledge and power, debunked. Be warned, it 

says, that the success of African-American literatures, and of science fiction, critical the-

ory, and all other paraliteratures, carry the seeds of their own self-negating destruction 

when they negotiate with Massa on Massa’s own terms. Far from helping create a paradi-

siacal new world of hitherto unimaginable levels of communication and cooperation – any 

lasting blow against the empire of “literature” – the hegemon will make its own co-opting 

use of them, tossing them aside if and when they pose any real threat to the hegemonic 

order, as surely and as swiftly as the Web whisks Rat Korga from the world of Velm. 
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